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Inch'on was probably the most significant campaign in the Korean theater, as well as being the

last major amphibious assault of division-size conducted in the history of warfare. The odds

were stacked against the US troops, with virtually no time for training and many of the divisions

unprepared for the conflict. The success of the Inch'on campaign is a testament to the sheer

initiative of the officers and NCOs conducted it. This book details the strategy and tactics that

led to the operation's success, as well as narrating the experience of the battle in fascinating

detail.
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Korean, Chosen to the Japanese) had been an empire since 2333 BC. Its strategic location

meant that it was coveted by both China and Japan, empires with which Korea experienced

varied and complex relations, never as allies, but as a country desired as something to

possess. Japan occupied Korea during the 1904–05 Japan–Russian War and annexed it in

1910. They undertook extensive efforts to incorporate Korea into the empire in order to exploit

its resources and people. Koreans were third-class citizens within their own land, and the

Japanese ran all aspects of the colony, from the government to installing Japanese managers

to operate businesses. Japanese was taught in schools, and all facets of Korean culture and

traditions were suppressed. It even became mandatory for Koreans to adopt Japanese names.

During World War II the Japanese exploited Korean industry and agriculture to support their

war effort. Millions of Koreans were drafted into the armed forces, employed in industry, or even

shipped to Japan, and forced into service as laborers and comfort women throughout the

occupied countries.With the end of the war, XXIV US Corps occupied southern Korea on

September 4, 1945 while the Soviet Red Army occupied the north from August 12, the dividing

line being the 38th Parallel just north of Seoul. While the United Nations sought national

elections to re-unify the country, it was not to be. Backed by the USSR and Communist China,

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea – North Korea (NK) – was established on August

15, 1948 with no intention of uniting with the south unless it was in control. Soviet occupation

forces departed in December 1948 leaving their equipment behind. The division was unequal

in both area and population. The south consisted of 37,000 square miles and a population of

21 million, while the north had 9 million people in 48,000 square miles.South Korean refugees

wait their turn to cross the Han River as the North Koreans approach. The military would not let

them cross on the bridges for fear of saboteurs, so log and plank rafts were built alongside the

supports. The bridges were destroyed on June 28. (USMC)A marine automatic rifleman

hammers rounds at an NK position from behind an overrun street barricade. The BAR was an

accurate weapon; with its 20-round magazine and using the slow rate of fire it was easy to put

bullets through a window or small opening. (USA)The Korean People’s Army (KPA) was

formally established on August 15, 1948, but its formation had begun in 1946 under cover of

the Peace Preservation Corps. Combat units were covertly organized under the guise of

security force training schools, which provided leaders and cadres for the first divisions. By the

time of the North Korean invasion of the south, three corps, ten infantry divisions, an armored

brigade, and numerous support and security units had been raised, along with a small air force

and navy, as well as a border constabulary. The USSR provided thousands of advisers, and

most of the weapons, equipment, munitions, and supplies to the KPA, in addition to training

thousands of technicians and specialists inside the USSR. At the time of the invasion the KPA

contained 223,080 troops.The Republic of Korea (ROK – pronounced “rock”), was proclaimed



on August 15, 1948 after UN-supervised elections.1 The ROK Army (ROKA) was established

on the same date from the existing Korean Constabulary, which itself dated from 1946. The last

US occupation troops departed in June 1949. At the time of the invasion the fledgling ROKA

possessed eight under-strength and partly trained and equipped divisions with a total of

98,000 men. Besides securing the 38th Parallel, part of the army was engaged in combating

northern guerrillas.The Communist invasion caught the US and ROK completely by surprise

when NK troops poured across the 38th Parallel at 0400hrs on June 25, 1950. The main North

Korean attack was aimed at Seoul, and the victorious divisions continued to press south.

Events occurred rapidly. US forces were authorized to conduct combat operations; the UN

passed a resolution approving the use of armed force to restore peace; Seoul fell three days

after the invasion and Inch’on on July 3. A small US combat element, Task Force Smith, was

deployed to Korea from Japan arriving on July 1 and was defeated two days later. Subsequent

US efforts were defeated and the battered ROKA was pushed south. US units, inadequately

trained and equipped from occupation duty in Japan, were rushed in, along with

Commonwealth forces. Efforts to establish defensive lines failed and the UN forces were

pushed into the southeast corner by August 4 to make what many perceived as a last stand at

Pusan. UN reinforcements continued to arrive and for the next month and a half the NK forces

battered themselves against a stout defense. By mid-September the NK divisions were spent

and few reinforcements arrived. Their ammunition and supplies were running out, while the UN

forces within the perimeter continued to receive reinforcements and supplies.Even before the

tide had turned against the North Koreans, Gen Douglas MacArthur was making plans to

break out of the Pusan perimeter, conduct a dramatic outflanking amphibious assault to cut the

enemy’s supply line, and drive them north beyond the 38th Parallel. For an army tottering on

the brink of defeat just weeks before, the plan could be considered nothing but bold and

audacious, and, many said, bound to fail.Reduced forcesIn mid-1950 the US Army and Marine

Corps were a shadow of themselves five years previously, as were the navy and the air force

(which had only become service separate from the army in 1947). The US armed forces had

just undergone a major transformation. Instead of separate departments of war and navy co-

ordinated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), they were now under the Department of Defense,

of which the JCS was a component. Answering to the Department of Defense were the

departments of the army, navy, and air force. A civilian secretary headed each department,

who answered to the the president, the Commander-in-Chief.While all the armed services

suffered from rapid postwar reductions, the Army was in particularly bad shape. It had declined

in size from 89 divisions on V-J Day, to seven infantry, two airborne, and one armored division

in 1950. With the exception of the 1st InfDiv in Germany and the 82d Airborne Division

(AbnDiv) in the States, all were severely under strength. Rather than the 18,804 men they

should have mustered at full strength, they contained between 11,000 and 13,650 men. The

Army itself was authorized 610,900 personnel, but only 593,000 were on the rolls. The

divisions were essentially gutted. The three infantry regiments lacked their third battalions;

each battalion had only two companies, and the companies themselves only two platoons.

There were 36 rifle platoons in a division instead of the required 81. Divisional tank and AAA

battalions had only a single company/battery and lacked a battalion headquarters. Field

artillery and engineer battalions had only two companies/batteries. The batteries had four

howitzers instead of six. Infantry regiment tank companies were non-existent. Other divisional

units were likewise reduced and older equipment was mostly in use for training, which also

suffered. Emphasis was placed on providing training in skills useful in the civilian world as well

as civilian education. Combat training was seldom undertaken and then only at the small unit



level. The four infantry divisions (1st Cavalry, 7th, 24th, 25th Infantry) on occupation duty in

Japan were in even worse shape because of training restrictions. The poor state of Japanese

roads and bridges meant that only light tanks were issued. Live range-firing was almost

unheard of. The turnover rate was over 40 percent a year.The Marine Corps was in equally dire

straits – if not worse. The corps consisted of two under-strength divisions, down from six

wartime units. Few support units existed and Marine Aviation consisted of 16 squadrons, four

with jets. Of the 74,279 marines, fewer than one third were in the Fleet Marine Force, the corps’

combat units. The 1st Marine Division (MarDiv) in California had 8,000 men with only one three-

battalion regiment and a single artillery battalion. The 2d MarDiv in North Carolina had two

infantry regiments, but one had only two battalions, and three artillery battalions to total 9,000

troops. War-strength divisions were authorized at 22,000 troops. It was intended that combat

units would be removed from the Marine Corps, and their ground and air assets would be

redeployed to the other services, reducing the service to a naval base security force and

provider of troops to ships’ detachments.To aggravate this situation, even though the US was

now expected to be deployable worldwide because of the emerging Cold War conflicts, only

limited sea and airlift deployment capabilities existed. Overseas logistics infrastructure was

also wanting. The US was ill-prepared to deploy and sustain combat forces in remote

underdeveloped theaters. The US armed forces, though, had one thing going for them: many of

the officers (even at company level) and the NCOs had combat experience. Command and

control systems, logistics support, training techniques, and tactics were well developed, and

the many lessons learned during World War II had been studied and incorporated into

doctrine.The 11th Marines’ 105mm M2A1 howitzer prepares for a fire mission. Three battalions

in both marine and Army divisions were armed with this excellent weapon. (USMC)The Eighth

US Army occupying Japan was mainly concerned with defending the Home Islands in the

event of invasion by the USSR – an unlikely scenario. No planning was conducted for

contingency operations in the Far East in response to small-scale regional conflicts. No

defensive plans were made for Korea.When the NK hordes swarmed across the 38th Parallel,

the four occupation divisions in Japan were far from prepared. TF Smith, an under-strength

battalion, was rushed to Korea by the 24th InfDiv in the first days and was easily brushed

aside. The two-battalion 34th Infantry Regiment which followed almost immediately suffered a

similar defeat.Defending PusanThe remnants of five ROK divisions with 45,000 men defended

the north side of the 160-mile Pusan perimeter, while the 1st Cav and 24th and 25th InfDivs

defended the west side with 30,000 troops. The 2d US InfDiv, the 1st Prov MarBde, and 27th

British Infantry Brigade arrived at the end of July and beginning of August. Tank battalions,

third battalions for the infantry regiments, artillery batteries, replacements, and supplies were

flooding into Pusan.The marine brigade was rushed to Pusan in response to MacArthur’s plea

for help. His World War II experience had shown him the value of the marines and he also

wanted an amphibious force. MacArthur’s plans saw far beyond the immediate defensive battle.

The 1st MarDiv, from which the marine brigade had been spawned, was still rebuilding its

strength for deployment to Korea. MacArthur had long-range plans for this unit as well. The 7th

InfDiv was still in Japan, having been gutted and was being refilled to serve as the Far East

Command (FECOM) Reserve. This unit, too, would serve his future plans.As beaten ROK and

US forces plunged south before the North Korean onslaught, MacArthur’s mindset was far from

defeatist. The contemporary media (and later historians) often describe the Pusan perimeter as

a last stand, a defeat in the making, and predicted an “American Dunkirk.” In reality, the

battered Eighth Army was now positioned to defeat the NK in detail. The Eighth Army had

suffered 6,000 US and 70,000 ROK casualties. The ten NK divisions, however, had shrunk to a



few thousand exhausted fighters each. The NK had lost almost 58,000 troops and only 40-plus

T34 tanks were thought to remain out of 150. Only about 21,000 were veteran troops, the rest

being raw recruits whose morale was plummeting. Their supply line, running almost 300 miles

from Pyongyang, the NK capital, and through Seoul to the units scattered on a wide front, was

over-extended and under UN air and naval attack. Ample air support was provided to the

Pusan perimeter from carriers and bases in Japan, only a couple of hundred miles away. The

surviving NK now faced 92,000 well supplied and well supported UN troops, some of them

fresh.Marines, covered by a M26 tank, fight their way through the city street by street. Seoul’s

heavily constructed buildings served the NK as ready-made strongpoints. (USMC)All that

MacArthur felt needed to be done to accommodate a breakout, a counteroffensive to drive the

invaders back north, was to sever the fragile NK supply line, but he needed the tools to do it,

and it was questionable whether they would be made available. While units and commands

worldwide were being combed for troops and equipment there were valid concerns that the

whole matter might be a diversion for a Soviet invasion of West Germany. The 82d AbnDiv,

though requested by MacArthur, was untouchable as was the 1st InfDiv in Germany. The 82d

was all that remained of the General Reserve; other divisions being gutted. The two under-

strength marine divisions were needed for other contingencies. MacArthur had requested a

marine division, but the JCS said they were unavailable. For what he had in mind he also

needed an army division, and none was readily available.FECOM possessed no amphibious

capability. The marine brigade on Guam had been disbanded in April 1949. No viable

amphibious training had been undertaken by the divisions in Japan or by any other army

division. In late 1949, as a contingency for a Soviet invasion of Japan, joint navy and marine

training teams were formed to train one regiment in each of the four divisions for amphibious

counter-landings. The program had only just begun at the time of the invasion. The first

concept of a flanking amphibious operation on the Korean peninsula was a modest effort

involving the 1st Cavalry Division (CavDiv) still in Japan. The amphibious training teams were

retasked to provide as much training as possible to the 1st Cav in the short time available.

Operation Bluehearts, though, degenerated into simply landing the 1st Cav as reinforcements

for Pusan.

Stone Dog, “Last amphibious assault. Author Gordon Rottman gives the reader a concise

account of the Inchon-Seoul campaign in this Osprey campaign title "Inch'on 1950".The author

set the stage with a little bit of history of the peninsula and the strategic picture in the summer

of 1950 with a Korea divided along the 13th parallel. One government - and military - set up

and equipped by the USSR in the north determines the time is ripe to attack and conquer the

US-backed southern regime.The book moves quickly to the desperate situation that existed

when the north Korean communists attacked the south, quickly marching down the peninsula,

brushing aside both the south Korean military and the US units hastily thrown into their path.

Even as these events were taking place, Gen. Douglas MacArthur was already considering an

amphibious assault deep into the rear of the attacking communists.The author looks at the

different commanders, units, strategy and is basically only about the US-UN side since little is

still known about the north Korean personalities and decisions. One of the best things in the

book is to show the poverty of the US military at that time in regards to conventional

capabilities. MacArthur and his command complained often and bitterly that the units under
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their command were under strength and not given the resources to train, much less fight.The

author is able to give a concise summary of the actions of the Marine and US Army units as

they come ashore in Inchon - one of the most challenging environments ever imagined for an

amphibious assault and move to the capitol- Seoul- and the end of the campaign.Even so,

though the author gives a cogent explanation of the campaign, he doesn't make it interesting.

He carefully recounts the movement of individual units, their objectives, etc., but there aren't

many first-person accounts of tales of the type of combat the Marines and US Army soldiers

engaged in. He doesn't give the reader an evaluation of the effectiveness of the Korean men

drafted into US units to fill them out or how they were trained on the fly to fight or even how

they communicated with their American counterparts since they didn't speak english.Still and

all, it's an effective summary of the campaign. Four stars.”

HMS Warspite, “The great gamble.... The U.S. amphibious assault into the South Korean port

city of Inchon in September 1950 was a controversial gamble, an effort to reverse North

Korean gains from their surprise attack on South Korea. Practically everyone in the chain of

command counseled UN Commander General Douglas MacArthur against the operation. At a

distance of well over half a century, few readers may realize just how many risks MacArthur

really run..."Inchon 1950" is an exceptional Osprey Campaign Series book. Author Gordon

Rottman packs a lot of information into a text of less than 100 pages. His narrative reveals just

how unprepared the U.S. military was for a conventional war in the Far East after the

demobilization at the end of the Second World War. Already scrambling to get enough forces

into South Korea to stabilize the embattled Pusan Perimeter, the First Marine Division and the

U.S. Army's 7th Division practically performed an assembly on the objective to meet the

timelines of Operation Chromite. As the author notes, the U.S. had only limited intelligence on

the objective, but achieved a significant degree of surprise. The rest is history.Rottman's

narrative is a little heavy on military jargon but still captures the drama of the moment. The text

is very nicely supplemented with maps, illustrations, and period photographs, and carries the

story through the Battle for Seoul. Highly recommended to the student of the conflict, and the

general reader as an excellent introduction to "the last great amphibious assault."”

Dave Schranck, “A Controversial Landing that was Successful. One of Mr Rottman's hallmarks

to this series of books is his meaningfull introductions. In one of the lengthiest of the series, 15

pages, the author describes the history of the Korean Peninsula since WWII and the impact the

USSR and US has had on the respective halves. In addition the origins and evolution and state

of readiness of the NKPA and ROKA in 1950 are described as well as the small garrison of US

troops stationed there. We also learn that in the States, the US Army was whittled down to only

10 divisions since the end of WWII. We also learn the NKPA was better equipped, better

trained and twice the size of the ROKA. The chapter also has a brief description of the terrain

of the harbor and city sector including Seoul. Also included is a brief summary of the first

couple months of the war where the UN Forces are pushed back to the Pusan Perimeter.The

next three chapters are Opposing Commanders, Forces and Plans. The American side has

excellent coverage, especially the commander section. It gives one of the best bios of the

leaders in the whole series. It includes MacArthur, Strubble, Almond, O.P. Smith and Barr.

There is little known about the NKPA commanders and plans for the defense of Inch'on. The

author spends 11 pages of the planning of the amphibious landing on how X Corps will take

Wolmi-do island before landing two groups at Inch'on. It also mention the commanders making

up the 1st MarDiv and 7th ID. The NKPA's units were 226th MarReg and the 25th Rifle



Brigade among other patch quilt units to defend Inch'on.In the main chapter, Operation

Chromite is discussed on how relatively easy Inch'on was captured. The UN forces quickly

proceed northeasterly, cross the Han River capturing Seoul before setting up positions to block

the retreat of the NKPA back to North Korea.Before the landings, the Navy and practically

everybody else tried to persuade MacArthur not to do it because it was too risky but MacArthur

ignored everybody and went ahead and succeeded with the operaion. Its also of interest that

Operation Chromite had already been planned before the actual NKPA invasion as a what if

scenario.There are four 2-D maps and three 3-D maps and all of them are excellent. The first 2-

D map is the strategic situation just prior to the landings. Then there is the Inch'on - Seoul

area, followed by Inch'on landing and finishing with the drive to Seoul. The 3-D maps are the

Inch'on landings, Han River crossing and the Battle for Seoul.Besides the maps there are 3

double page color battle scenes and a lot of good photos. There is also a Order of Battle list of

the US forces. The book ends with a Bibliography and Index.This book was done very well and

is recommended to both newcomer and old pro.”

Darth Maciek, “"Landing at Inch'on is so wrong that it is right. The element of surprise will be

great".. This is a compact but quite comprehensive and very useful book about this deservedly

famous battle - I found it easy to read and learned a lot from it.This book is well illustrated with

numerous photos and three EXCELLENT colour plates by Peter Dennis, showing Beach Red

landing on 15 September, a column of North Korean T-34-85 tanks ambushed by US Marines

at Ascom City on 17 September and an episode of infantry fighting near Seoul on 26

September. Maps were very good too.The description of preparations of this operation is in fact

the most interesting part, as it shows how easily this whole thing could have ended in a

disaster - but also how completely surprised were the North Koreans generals when

Americans landed...I have only few remarks and none of them affects my five star rating.First,

the opening of this book: "Korea had been an empire since 2333 BC. Its strategic location

meant that it was coveted by both China and Japan, empires with which Korea experienced

varied and complex relations, never as allies, but as a country desired as something to

possess". The problem is that every single statement contained in those sentences is false!

First Korean organised state appeared only in IV century BC, Japan for greatest part of its

history didn't show any interest in conquering Korea and throughout centuries various Korean

states were frequently allies of Chinese empire... But well, that is a minor point, without any

consequence for the main body if this book.In the order of battle there is no mention of US and

British warships which took part in the operation "Chromite" and it is REALLY a pity. Also there

are discrepancies between the order of battle and the rest of the text as far as 1st USMC

division is concerned - I finally grew confused and couldn't understand what was the precise

organisation of this unit during the landing.Last but not least I think that in this kind of works the

use of adjectives should be kept to a minimum - I believe that even if the proposals made

before the landing by the commander of X Corps, general Almond, were rightly rejected as too

risky and inefficient, calling them "inane" was not entirely necessary.All that being said I found

this book interesting, clear, focused on the topic, lavishly illustrated and very useful. And, let's

say it again, I learned a lot from it. Recommended to all military history buffs. ENJOY!”

S. C. Roberts, “Five Stars. Very informative”

Miguel, “Impreso bajo demanda. Como la mayoría de los libros de la editorial "Osprey" una vez

se agota la tirada inicial, estos pasan a estar disponibles en "impresión bajo demanda". Este



libro en concreto (según se indica en las páginas interiores) tuvo su primera edición en 2006 y

pasó a impresión bajo demanda en 2010.El ejemplar que he recibido yo (dicembre de 2020)

es por tanto de impresión bajo demanda. Se diferencia de la tirada incial en el uso de papel

mate y no satinado, y esto afecta especialmente a las fotografias y mapas que incluye el libro y

que, por la técnica de impresión utilizada, pierden mucha definición.Quitando el problema de

la mala calidad de impresión en las fotografias, el resto del libro es excelente. Abundante

información técnica y muy bien documentada. En línea con otras publicaciones de esta

editorial.”

The book by Gordon L. Rottman has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 26 people have provided

feedback.
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